t r a c t
The first anti-HIV drug, zidovudine (AZT), was approved by the FDA a quarter of a century ago, in 1985. Currently, anti-HIV drug-combination therapies only target HIV-1 protease and reverse transcriptase. Unfortunately, most of these molecules present numerous shortcomings such as viral resistances and adverse effects. In addition, these drugs are involved in later stages of infection. Thus, it is necessary to develop new drugs that are able to block the first steps of viral life cycle. Entry of HIV-1 is mediated by its two envelope glycoproteins: gp120 and gp41. Upon gp120 binding to cellular receptors, gp41 undergoes a series of conformational changes from a non-fusogenic to a fusogenic conformation. The fusogenic core of gp41 is a trimer-of-hairpins structure in which three C-terminal helices pack against a central trimericcoiled coil formed by three N-terminal helices. The formation of this fusogenic structure brings the viral and cellular membranes close together, a necessary condition for membrane fusion to occur. As gp120 and gp41 are attractive targets, the development of entry inhibitors represents an important avenue of anti-HIV drug therapy. The present review will focus on some general considerations about HIV, the main characteristics of gp120, gp41 and their inhibitors, with special emphasis on the advances of computational approaches employed in the development of bioactive compounds against HIV-1 entry process.
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Introduction
On June 5, 1981, Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report (MMWR) published a report of five cases of Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP) among previously healthy young men in Los Angeles. Local clinicians prepared the report and submitted it for MMWR publication in early May 1981. Before publication, MMWR editorial staff sent the submission to Centre for Disease Control (CDC) experts in parasitic and sexually transmitted diseases. The editorial note that accompanied the published report stated that the case histories suggested a "cellularimmune dysfunction related to a common exposure" and a "disease acquired through sexual contact." The report prompted additional case reports from New York City, San Francisco, and other cities. In June 1981, CDC developed an investigative team to identify risk factors and to develop a case definition for national surveillance. Within 18 months, epidemiologists conducted studies and prepared MMWR reports that identified all of the major risks factors for acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). In March 1983, CDC issued recommendations for prevention of sexual, drug-related, and occupational transmission based on these early epidemiologic studies and before the cause of the new, unexplained illness was known.
in Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Reports [1] .
As researchers began to describe the epidemiology and risk factors in a systematic way, many theories emerged as the cause of the mysterious disease. An infective agent was postulated and, in 1983, a novel human retrovirus was isolated as the putative etiological agent [2e4] . That virus was eventually named Human Immunodeficiency Virus, or HIV [5] .
What started as five identified cases in Los Angeles has grown to an estimated 33.4 million cases worldwide in 2008, according to the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS [6] . Globally, nowadays, AIDS remains one of the major threatening diseases known to mankind and current treatment regimens are undetermined by poor long-term effects and high costs. The effectiveness of available treatment is mainly reduced due to severe side effects and the emergence of drug-resistant HIV strains, which urge for the development of new and improved drugs.
The intense study of the life cycle of HIV has created new and potential targets for drug discovery efforts. Among these, glycoprotein 120 (gp120) and glycoprotein 41 (gp41), involved in different stages of viral entry into cells, have emerged as promising targets against HIV. In this article, we will briefly review some general considerations about HIV, the main characteristics of gp120, gp41 and their inhibitors with a special focus on some advances of computational approaches employed in the development of bioactive compounds against HIV-1 entry process.
Types, groups and sub-types of HIV
The virus is a member of the Retrovirus family and the Lentivirus genus. As a retrovirus, HIV contains a single-stranded RNA genome that is converted to DNA by the viral enzyme reverse transcriptase and inserted into the host genome. As a lentivirus, HIV is able to infect nondividing cells and causes prolonged, but ultimately fatal, disease [7] .
Two distinct types of HIV have been identified: HIV-1 and HIV-2. They are differentiated by their geographical origin and the organization of their genome. Worldwide, the predominant virus is HIV-1, and generally when people refer to HIV without specifying the type of virus they will be referring to HIV-1. The relatively uncommon HIV-2 type is concentrated in West Africa and is rarely found elsewhere [8] .
Phylogenetic analyses of numerous strains of HIV-1, isolated from diverse geographic origins, have revealed that the virus can be subdivided into groups, sub-types, sub-subtypes and circulating recombinant forms [9e11]. HIV-1 has been further divided into three virus groups: the predominant M group, which is responsible for most of the epidemic, N and O [9] . Group M is divided into eleven sub-types (clades) (AeK). The sub-type B infects the majority of people with AIDS in America, Europe, Asia and Australia, whereas clades A, C, D and E are found widely in Africa. However, various other group M sub-types have been reported in the US and several European countries [12e18] .
The origin of HIV-1 is thought to be a cross-species transmission (zoonosis) of a Simian Immunodeficiency Virus (SIV) from a subspecies of Chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes troglodytes) [19] but probably from different events for each group [20e22] . The date of the zoonosis events have not been precisely discovered but antibodies against group-M HIV-1 were found in a serum sample collected in the Belgian Congo in 1959 [23] . Models of the genetic divergence of the 11 sub-types of group M date a common ancestor somewhere around 1915e1941 [24] .
Targets cells of HIV-1
HIV primarily infects varieties of immune cells such as macrophages (hence M-tropic), microglial cells (type of brain glial cell that acts as the immune cells), and lymphocyte T-cells, namely CD4 T-cells, which make up a quarter of the white blood cell count and were found to be the main target of HIV-1 infection [25] . We know that HIV-1 infects preferably the cells that express CD4 and one of the co-receptors (CCR5 or CXCR4). However, some studies show that HIV-1 would also have the ability to infect cells lacking CD4, including B lymphocytes [26] , astrocytes [27, 28] , thymocytes [29] , CD8þ T lymphocytes [30] , denditric cells [31] and epithelial cells, namely trophoblasts [32] .
Cell infection by HIV-1 can be divided into three phases. During the first phase, infection progresses fairly rapidly and may exhibit mononucleosis-like symptoms within a few weeks [33] . During this early phase, the extent of infection is high and virion (virus particle) concentration may exceed a million copies per mL of blood [34] . The host's immune response usually kicks in after a few weeks and the level of virus in the blood declines to bring HIV-1 infection into its second phase. Viral replication is still active and cells are rapidly being infected and eliminated during this period [35, 36] . The turnover of T-cells gradually leads to a decline in their number [37] . In the third and final phase of infection, the number of CD4 T-cells drops more quickly and the viral load increases to produce clinical immunodeficiency.
Transmission
The efficiency of the transmission of HIV-1, from one individual to another, depends mainly on two conditions: the presence of sufficient virus in a body fluid and a gateway to this one. The blood, semen, vaginal secretions and breast milk are the fluids that contain the higher virus load [38, 39] . Transmissions through sexual contact or through blood (drug addiction, accidents, blood transfusions) are the common ways to transmit the virus. But, the transmission is also possible from mother to child during pregnancy, at childbirth or during breastfeeding. A high viral load (>1500 virus/mL) [40] , careless sexual behavior [41e44] and some periods of the menstrual cycle [45, 46] are all factors that may increase the chances of transmission.
Virus structure and genomic organization
Approximately 120 nm in diameter, the HIV-1 virion (Fig. 1 consists of the envelope protein, gp120 and gp41, embedded in a lipid bilayer.
The HIV-1 genome (Fig. 2 ) encodes three major polyproteins that are common to all retroviruses: Gag, Pol and Env. Gag, a polyprotein that is cleaved into MA, CA and NC proteins, and Env, cleaved into gp160 that in turn originates gp120 and gp41, are structural genes. The Pol precursor protein encodes the viral enzymes protease (PR), reverse transcriptase (RT), and integrase (IN). The virus also contains regulatory proteins, Tat and Rev, as well as the accessory proteins Vif, Vpr, Vpu and Nef. The accessory proteins were initially thought to be dispensable for viral replication, but this view is changing following more recent in vivo experiments. Vif may either increase viral infectivity or may allow productive infections of otherwise non-permissive cell types [47] . Vpr functions early in the viral life cycle, most likely in transport of the viral genome to the nucleus [48] . Vpu enhances virus budding and degrades cellular CD4 [49] . Nef also has similar functions, and appears to be required for disease induction in vivo [50] .
HIV-1 life cycle
Understanding the interplay of HIV-1 with its cellular host provides the biological basis for attempting to control the epidemic. A schematic representation of the replication cycle of HIV appears in Fig. 3 . With over 300 000 articles indexed for HIV or AIDS on Medline [51] it is certainly one of the most thoroughly studied systems today. This way, many details of the biology of HIV will be omitted for the sake of brevity.
Virus entry
The entry of HIV into a host cell may be divided into 3 distinct steps: attachment, co-receptor interaction and fusion. Attachment of HIV-1 to the host cell surface is mediated through the glycoprotein (gp120) on the virion surface binding to a CD4 receptor on the host cell. This gp120eCD4 complex interacts with a co-receptor on the cell surface, typically chemokine CXCR4 or CCR5. Transmembrane glycoprotein gp41 mediates membrane fusion to complete virus entry into the host cell.
Uncoating the capsid core
Following fusion, the capsid core is disrupted to dump the contents into the cytoplasm of the host cell.
Reverse transcription
Successful entry of the contents of the viral core is followed by the reverse transcription of the viral RNA template into its complementary DNA strand. This is performed by an enzyme of the virus, RT, in a complex with other viral proteins. RT then degrades the RNA template to subsequently produce the double-stranded viral DNA. RT is highly error-prone since it is unable to catalyze the proof-reading usually performed by a normal DNA polymerase.
Nuclear import and integration
The newly synthesized viral DNA is then imported into the nucleus of the host cell. The properly placed viral DNA is processed and transferred to the host genome by the viral enzyme integrase. Once the viral DNA has been inserted, infection in that cell is for all intents and purposes permanent. At this stage, the virus is known as a provirus. Thereafter, HIV may persist in a latent, proviral state for many years in unstimulated cells.
Transcription and translation
Activation of the host cells and, consequently, the synthesis of the viral genome, begin with the transcription, by RNA polymerase, of the proviral DNA into RNA. Then the RNA is transported outside the nucleus for translation by the ribosome. The viral RNA contains the code to produce the capsid proteins and other proteins needed for viral assembly. In spliced form, the RNA also codes for the envelope proteins and other auxiliary proteins. Envelope proteins are produced in the rough endoplasmic reticulum, and then move through the Golgi apparatus before arriving the cell surface.
Assembly, budding and proteolytic maturation
Assembly of a new virus particle begins at the cell surface with the clustering of the newly produced viral proteins together with two copies of the viral genomic RNA. As the virion assembles at the plasma membrane, it induces curvature that allows it to bud off that membrane. This particle is initially non-infectious and is known as an immature virion. The budding process leads to the explosion of the human cell. This immature virion then suffers reorganization to its mature form. HIV protease (PR) is required at this stage to cleave the Gag and Gag-Pol polyproteins into their four structural proteins and the PR, RT and IN functional enzymes.
Current targets of anti-HIV-1 chemotherapy
Twenty-five years after the discovery of AZT, relevant topics and perspectives on past, present and future of anti-retroviral therapy were reviewed by other authors [53e55] on a special issue of Antiviral Research devoted to this subject. During the last three decades, we have witnessed an impressive scientific effort to understand the mechanism underlying the immunosuppressive and clinically devastating effects of HIV-1 infection. This has led to the discovery of viral and human genes involved in the regulation of a variety of viral and host functions. Consequently, research has also rapidly utilized this knowledge to design drugs that block viral replication [56e59] .
Considering the steps of the HIV-1 life cycle, theoretically, all of them represent targets for anti-retroviral therapy. However, to date the three major groups of drugs being used in the clinical practice are the reverse transcriptase inhibitors (nucleoside/nucleotide, NRTI, and non-nucleoside, NNRTI) and the protease inhibitors (PI). In recent years, three additional drugs have been approved, each representing a new class of anti-retroviral inhibitors by targeting different steps of the HIV-1 life cycle: enfuvirtide, which binds to gp41 thus blocking the fusion process [60] , raltegravir, targeting the viral integrase enzyme [61] and maraviroc, targeting the cellular HIV-1 entry co-factor CCR5 [62] , see Table 1 . The current therapeutic strategy, the so-called highly active anti-retroviral therapy (HAART), involves the use of agents from at least two distinct classes of antiretrovirals [63] . The introduction of HAART has dramatically improved the survival of patients infected with HIV-1. However HAART is complicated by the continuing emergence of drug-resistant strains of HIV and toxicities associated with the anti-retroviral agents [64, 65] . Furthermore, since the combination HAART regimens are unable to eradicate HIV infection, lifelong therapy is required to avoid disease progression [66, 67] . Together, these factors necessitate the continual development of new inhibitors that can be used against resistant viruses. HAART regimens have been predominantly focused on two viral enzymes, RT and PR. New anti-retroviral agents under development include integrase inhibitors as well as compounds that target components of the viral entry pathway. These later compounds are known as entry/fusion inhibitors and are the subject of this review. In fact, these molecules show remarkable efficacy against viruses that are resistant to the other three classes of inhibitors (NRTI, NNRTI and PI). In addition, acting outside the cellular environment represents a great advantage of this novel class of anti-retroviral drugs.
HIV-1 entry
HIV-1 entry is not a simple task. The Env polyprotein of HIV-1 is the molecular determinant for viral attachment and membrane fusion. Env is synthesized as a single polypeptide precursor (gp160) that forms non covalently associated homotrimers, and which is cleaved during transport to the cell surface into two subunits, gp120 and gp41 (Fig. 4a) . As we have seen before, entry of HIV-1 into cells involves three distinct stages: binding of gp120 to CD4, binding of gp120 to a co-receptor, and gp41-mediated fusion of the viral and host membranes (see Fig. 4b ).
All these three steps have been considered for the drug design of HIV-1 entry inhibitors [69] . However, it is preferable to develop anti-HIV drugs targeting viral proteins (gp120 and gp41) rather than host cell molecules (CD4, CCR5 and CXCR4), because it is a concern that binding the cellular molecules might interfere with their normal functions, causing toxic or adverse effects. Despite this general truth, CCR5 has been intensively studied and validated as a target for HIV therapy [70, 71] since the discovery that the homozygous Delta 32 deletion in CCR5 confers resistance to HIV-1 in normal survey people [72e74]. For a review about chemokine receptor antagonists please see Ref. [75] . In the subsequent sections, we will just refer to the therapeutic compounds that target viral envelope proteins. We will see in more detail the structure and mechanisms of action/inhibition of these two proteins, gp120 and gp41, that permit HIV-1 to gain access to the inside of human cells.
Structure of HIV-1 gp120
HIV-1 gp120 consists of five conserved (C1eC5) and five variable (V1eV5) protein domains [76] . The conserved domains contribute to the core of gp120, while the variable domains (and numerous N-linked glycosylation sites) are located near the surface of the molecule. The V1eV5 regions form exposed "loops" anchored at their bases by disulfide bonds [77] .
The gp120 molecule has proven to be difficult to crystallize in its entirety, but several structures have been solved in recent years, including a deglycosylated HIV-1 gp120 bound to CD4 and lacking the V1eV3 loops as well as containing truncations at the N and C termini [79] . From this structure (Fig. 5) , it is evident that in its native state, gp120 contains two distinct regions: an inner domain that is involved in interactions with gp41 and the formation of trimeric envelope spikes, and an outer domain that forms a large part of the exposed surface of the spikes and is heavily glycosylated. Binding of CD4 to gp120 induces significant conformational changes that result in the formation of a third domain termed the bridging sheet. This domain consists of two pairs of anti-parallel bsheets that link the inner and outer domains, and plays a major role in interacting with the viral co-receptors [80] .
Mechanism of action of gp120
The primary receptor for HIV-1 is CD4, a member of the immunoglobulin superfamily. CD4 makes contact with the gp120 molecule (Fig. 6 ) at a depression near the intersection of the inner domain, outer domain and bridging sheet.
CD4 binding appears to induce the formation of the bridging sheet domain itself, as the two pairs of b-sheets are spatially separated in a crystal structure of the unbound core of SIV gp120 but come together to form a four-stranded sheet in the CD4-bound conformation [79, 81, 82] . Additional changes in gp120 occur with CD4 binding, including movement of the V1/V2 and V3 loop domains. As a result, CD4 binding not only induces the formation of the bridging sheet, as it likely also enhances exposure of this region and orients it and the V3 loop toward the target cell membrane, where they can engage the viral co-receptor [83, 84] . The HIV-1 gp120 envelope protein is an essential component in the multi-tiered viral entry process. Despite the overall genetic heterogeneity of the gp120 glycoprotein, the highly conserved CD4 binding site provides an attractive antiviral target. Indeed, the receptor binds within a recessed pocket in the gp120 core. Main chain atoms of gp120 play prominent roles, contributing more than half of the contacts with CD4. Particularly intriguing are two large interior cavities at the gp120ÀCD4 interface, created by topographical mismatches between the surfaces of the two proteins. The smaller cavity extends deeply (10 Å) into the hydrophobic interior of gp120; it is plugged by the phenyl ring of CD4 Phe43, Fig. 4 . a) Representation of the structure of gp120 and gp41 at the surface of the viral membrane. b) Schematic form of the HIV entry pathway; CD4 is shown in blue, coreceptor (either CCR5 or CXCR4) in red, gp120 in green, gp41 in yellow. The sequence of events in the entry pathway is depicted in temporal order from top (before virus entry) to bottom (fusion of viral and cellular membrane). Adapted from Ref. [68] . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) Adapted from Ref. [78] . Fig. 6 . Structure of gp120 (green) bound to CD4 receptor (in blue). In red is represented the zone of CD4 that interacts with gp120 and in yellow the residue of CD4, Phe43, which plays an important role in such interaction. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) a residue previously implicated in gp120 binding based on CD4 mutagenesis studies [85] . This residue is quite significant in CD4egp120 binding because it is estimated that it alone accounts for 23% of the total energy of CD4egp120 binding [86] .
Also puzzling is the highly conserved nature of the hydrophobic gp120 residues that line this cavity; the side chains make minimal contacts with CD4, and substitutions would not appear to cause steric hindrance. The functional significance of the conservation of these residues remains unclear. The larger cavity is less buried on the surface of the gp120 core; it is water filled and lined with hydrophilic residues from both gp120 and CD4. Highly conserved gp120 residues (Asp368, Glu370, and Trp427 at one end, Asp457 at the other) flank this cavity, which make direct contacts with CD4 (Fig. 7) .
Structure of HIV-1 gp41
The HIV-1 gp41 envelope glycoprotein is composed of three domains, an extracellular one (or ectodomain), a transmembrane one and an intracellular domain (endodomain) [87] . The ectodomain contains three major functional regions: a fusion peptide (FP) located at the amino-terminus of gp41, and two 4e3 heptad repeats (HR) adjacent to the N-and C-terminal portions of the ectodomain, respectively (Fig. 8) [88] . Just after the binding of gp120 to the coreceptor, the fusion peptide of gp41 is inserted into the cellular membrane, anchoring the virus to the surface of the cell to be infected. Both HR (described in detail further below) consist of mainly hydrophobic residues predicted to form a-helices, designed as N-and C-helix, respectively, which function as essential structures for the oligomerization of gp41 and for conformational changes during the process of membrane fusion [88] . The two HR regions are linked by a peptide presenting a disulfide bond.
To overcome the technical hurdles of crystallizing gp41, it was necessary to truncate the protein to make it stable and soluble. From the resulting structure [87] , gp41 was found to have a trimeric core, forming a coiled coil, consisting of parallel a-helices corresponding to the N-HR region of gp41. Packed around this coiled coil were three, slightly oblique C-HR a-helices, arranged to the inner core to create a trimer of heterodimers, or a six-helix bundle (Fig. 9) . The peptide that connects the N-and C-HR regions is frequently replaced by a 6-residue (eSGGRGGe) linker. The existing crystallized structures of gp41 can either present the two HR regions linked or not, but in either case the formation of the sixhelix bundle is always observed.
Conformational changes of gp41 and fusion membrane model
The current model for gp41-mediated membrane fusion involves the interaction and conformational changes of several of its distinct domains [87e89]. At least three distinct conformations of the gp41 envelope glycoprotein have been proposed to occur along the conformational changes: the native or pre-fusogenic state, the pre-hairpin intermediate, and the fusion-active or fusogenic state.
Upon gp120-receptor interaction, the gp41 N-terminal fusion peptide is released from its native state conformation and inserts into the target cell membrane. A pre-hairpin intermediate then forms, in which the N-terminal helices form a trimeric-coiled coil and gp41 is extended between the viral and target cell membranes. Following the insertion of the fusion peptides, N-and C-helix undergo an energetically favorable reorganization that results in the formation of a thermostable, six-helix bundle, which represents the fusion-active core of gp41. In this trimer-of-hairpins structure, C-terminal helices pack in an anti-parallel manner into the conserved grooves between adjacent N helices. Formation of this six-helix bundle pulls the amino and carboxy termini of the gp41 ectodomain into close proximity. The extreme thermostability of the six-helix bundle strongly suggests that once formed, it will not dissociate [90e92]. The resulting juxtaposition of viral and cellular membranes leads to membrane fusion (Fig. 10) .
The N-terminal coiled coil formation appears to play a critical role in initiating the gp41 refolding process leading to membrane fusion [94] . In fact, we can see in the presented fusion model that the N-HR region exists in a non-coiled coil conformation in the native state, but forms a coiled coil trimer in the pre-hairpin intermediate and fusogenic hairpin conformations. During this process, the helical ectodomain of gp41 becomes exposed, revealing a prominent hydrophobic cavity on the surface of the gp41 N-terminal coiled coil that was identified as a potential antiviral target [89] . In fact, the approved inhibitor T-20 (enfurvitide) prevents gp41 from folding into a six-helical bundle by binding to the N-HR region in the pre-hairpin intermediate, as shown in Fig. 10 . Fig. 7 . Structure of gp120 core: residues within 4 Å of CD4 (red) and important binding residues (green). From Ref. [78] . (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) Fig. 8 . Schematic representation of the molecular structure of the HIV-1 gp41. FP: fusion peptide; N-and C-HR: N-and C-heptad region, respectively; TM: transmembrane domain.
HIV-1 entry inhibitors
In the "quest" for agents that might have improved antiviral activity, investigators have wondered if equally potent drugs targeting the parts of the virus life cycle that occur outside the cell might be better than drugs targeting events that take place inside infected cells. Why? Anti-HIV drugs that must enter cells to exert their action can be efficiently neutralized by some cells, using primitive and innate self-defense mechanisms such as "efflux pumps" [95] , which sense toxins and eject them outside of the cell. Many experts believe that this situation could be an important reason for the viral persistence and evolution in patients on ostensibly potent combination therapies. So, extracellular antiretroviral therapy would completely avoid this problem. Also, any drug working on a separate part of the virus life cycle would have little potential for "cross-resistance" with NRTI, NNRTI or PIs.
HIV-1 gp120 inhibitors
The HIV-1 gp120 envelope protein is an essential component in the multi-tiered viral entry process. Despite the overall genetic heterogeneity of the gp120 glycoprotein, the conserved binding site, which interacts with CD4 receptor, provides an attractive antiviral target. The first attempt was to use soluble CD4 (sCD4) to block virus attachment [96] . Indeed, recombinant sCD4 had shown potent neutralizing activity against a variety of laboratory-adapted HIV strains, but exhibited low effectiveness against primary HIV isolates [97] and poor efficacy in vivo. To improve its pharmacokinetics and binding affinity, Progenics has developed a CD4-immunoglobulin 2 (IgG2) fusion protein, PRO542, in which the Fv portions of heavy and light chains of human IgG2 are replaced by the HIV-binding D1 and D2 domains of human CD4. Unlike sCD4, PRO542 has potent neutralizing activity against diverse primary HIV-1 isolates in vitro and ex vivo. In Phase I and II clinical trials, PRO542 has shown promising efficacy in reducing viral load [98] . The main drawback of this protein drug candidate is requirement of intravenous administration.
Until recently, effective, potent and selective small molecule compounds that inhibit gp120 were difficult to discover. It is known that a series of polyanionic compounds with widely diverging structures and sizes, such as carrageenan (Carraguard), naphthalene sulfonate polymer (PRO 2000), dextran sulfate and cellulose sulfate, can inhibit HIV infection by binding to gp120 and blocking its interaction with CD4 [99] . Although these polymers were unsuccessful in clinical trials as systemic anti-HIV therapeutic agents, because of the presence of certain toxicity and low in vivo efficacy, they are developed in Phase II and III studies as microbicidal candidates for preventing sexual transmission of HIV [100] . However, some of these compounds, as carraguard and cellulose sulfate, have not been approved [101] .
A breakthrough in this field has been obtained recently by the report of FP-21399, a bis(disulfonaphthelene) derivative (Fig. 11a) , which advanced to Phase I clinical studies for systemic administration as an anti-HIV agent [102] . However, administration once a week during four weeks did not produce a significant reduction in viral load [102] . As this was a limited study, no definitive conclusions could be drawn regarding the antiviral efficiency of FP-21399.
In between, a more drug-like candidate, BMS-378806 (Fig. 11b ) has recently been characterized pharmacokinetically, and is currently under investigation. BMS-378806, a 4-methoxy-7-azaindole derivative, inhibits infection by both laboratory and clinical HIV-1 strains at nanomolar levels. Lin et al. [103] have demonstrated that BMS-378806-induced mutations are localized at, or near, the CD4-binding pocket of gp120 and BMS-378806 binds to gp120, thereby blocking attachment of the virus to CD4. However, Si et al. [104] have suggested that BMS-378806 does not directly block gp120 from binding to CD4, but instead interferes with CD4-induced conformational rearrangement of gp120egp41. Despite the controversy, a growing number of studies emerged to support the premise that compounds interact with the CD4-binding pocket (called Phe43 cavity) of gp120 [81, 86, 105] . This suggests that more investigations are needed to clarify the mechanism of action of BMS-378806. In animal studies, BMS-378806 has exhibited excellent bioavailability and low protein binding. However, clinical development of BMS-378806 was discontinued and it was replaced by its second-generation analogue BMS-488043 (Fig. 11c) . This small molecule has demonstrated promising oral bioavailability in Phase I trials, along with a good safety profile, and it is thought that it presents the same mechanism of action as that of BMS-378806 [106] . Given the novelty of oral availability and the promising potent antiviral activity, further development of other members of this class of compounds, namely piperazine derivatives, is certainly warranted. The compounds presented here, targeting the conserved CD4-binding pocket of gp120, have demonstrated clinical efficacy in humans, which validated gp120 as a viable antiviral target.
HIV-1 gp41 inhibitors
HIV-1 gp41 plays a crucial role in the process of HIV-1 fusion. The discovery of the prominent hydrophobic cavity on the surface of the exposed N-HR coiled coil, as possible binding site for gp41 inhibitors, was of extreme importance. Actually, this led to the first thought that both of the N-and C-terminal regions of gp41 could serve as targets for HIV-1-fusion inhibitors.
In early 1990s, Jiang et al. identified the first potent anti-HIV peptide derived from the HIV-1 gp41 C-HR region, named SJ-2176, which inhibits HIV-1 infection at nanomolar concentrations [107] . The patent on this discovery (US Patent 5,444,044) was later licensed to Trimeris, a pharmaceutical company which, jointly with Roche, developed an analogue peptide T-20 (also known as DP-178, Fuzeon or enfuvirtide) [108] . In clinical studies, T-20 ( Fig. 12) showed great promise in suppressing replication of HIV-1 strains by binding to the N-HR region of gp41 (Fig. 9) , including those resistant to RTIs and PIs [109] . The drug was licensed by the American FDA as the first member of HIV-1 entry inhibitors for the treatment of HIV-infected individuals and AIDS patients who failed to respond to current anti-retroviral drugs [110] . The secondgeneration HIV-1-fusion inhibitor developed by Trimeris and Roche is T-1249, which contains a pocket-binding sequence and is a more potent HIV-fusion inhibitor. T-1249 has different resistance profiles from T-20 and is active against most T-20-resistant viruses [111] . The first test in HIV-1 infected, treatment experienced patients was favorable, with reductions in viral loads and non-severe side effects [111] .
Peptides derived from the N-HR region (Fig. 12 ) of gp41 were also exploited as possible fusion inhibitors. Wild et al. [112] reported a synthetic N-peptide, designed T-21 (or DP-107) possessing inhibitory activity of HIV-1 mediated cellecell-fusion. However, monomeric N-HR peptides such as T-21 are prone to aggregation, making them much less potent than C-HR peptides [113, 114] .
Despite the positive results presented above, as drugs, these peptide derivatives have crucial weaknesses: i) sensitivity to protease degradation, ii) poor oral availability, iii) injection site reactions associated with administration of the drug experienced in the majority of patients, and iv) production limited by a complex and highly expensive manufacturing procedure. Therefore, it is essential to develop small non-peptidic HIV-1 entry inhibitors interacting with gp41. However, few have been reported to date.
In an initial effort to develop non-peptide inhibitors of HIV-1 entry, a series of high-throughput screening (HTS) assays were used to search for compounds that might bind in a deep hydrophobic cavity in the inner N-HR peptide core. This way, Jiang et al. [115] identified two N-substituted pyrroles, NB-2 and NB-64 ( Fig. 13a  and b, respectively) , that block HIV-1 fusion and entry against both laboratory-adapted and primary HIV-1 strains at low micromolar levels. More recently, Zhou et al. [116] also performed a highthroughput screening assay combined with structure-based design, which led to the discovery of indole derivatives (Fig. 13d) as gp41 inhibitors at low micromolar levels.
Betulinic acid (Fig. 13c) , a terpenoid isolated from the methyl alcohol extract of the leaves of Syzigium claviflorum, was found to have a potent inhibitory activity against HIV-1, with an IC 50 of 1.4 mM [117] . Many different derivatives of this compound were then reported, and shown to interact with the postbinding virusecell fusion process, more precisely with gp41 [118e120]. Another molecule shown to bind to gp41 is the azo dye ADS-J1 (Fig. 13e) , which also exhibited antiviral activity in vitro [121] .
Ferrer et al., used a short C-HR peptide as a scaffold for attaching a non-peptide combinatorial library onto its N terminus. The library was screened against an engineered trimer of N-HR peptides, and a hybrid ligand (C7M34M42p30; Fig. 13f ), composed of a synthetic moiety linked to the C-HR peptide, that was able to inhibit HIV-1 envelope-mediated cellecell fusion was selected [122] . Further optimization of the non-peptide moiety is envisioned as a route to a stand-alone, small molecule fusion inhibitor.
Challenges in the development of entry inhibitors
The emerging class of entry inhibitors holds considerable potential for the treatment of patients with HIV-1 infection, particularly those having viruses that have resistance to RT and protease inhibitors. However, while progress has been made in understanding HIV-1 entry process, a number of critical gaps remain. In fact, structures of gp120 bound to CD4 and the structure of the core of gp41 in the post-fusion state have been solved. But, determination of the structures of CD4 inhibitors bound to gp120, the conformation of gp41 prior to fusion, and the structure of the native trimer remains elusive. Additionally, structure of the gp120-co-receptor interaction is also unavailable. So, a better understanding of how entry inhibitors bind to both HIV-1 glycoproteins, gp120 and gp41, should make it possible to develop more potent and broadly cross-reactive inhibitors, as well as to design drugs with "strategic flexibility" that might enable them to bind to a somewhat variable target, such as HIV-1 gp120.
Molecular modeling studies of gp120 and gp41
We have seen that it is essential to develop compounds with higher effectiveness and lower side effects that can prevent early steps of HIV-1 infection. Several types of work have been described, of which we give here a few examples. However, concerning the molecular modeling studies of HIV-1 entry, three major goals can be highlighted.
Thermodynamic data show that gp120 undergoes large conformational changes from the free form to the CD4-bound state [123] . However, the free form or uncomplexed HIV gp120 is still unavailable. The lack of knowledge of the HIV gp120 conformation in its free form has limited the development of efficient therapeutic agents. Since a complete three-dimensional structure of gp120 is not available yet, neither from X-ray crystallographic or NMR studies, one of the goals to be reached by a computational approach is the completion of the gp120 amino acid sequence and its structural optimization. The same occurs in the case of gp41. Indeed there have been numerous crystal structures of the HIV-1 gp41 ectodomain [87, 124] , the extracellular region of gp41 that binds to gp120, in isolation, but no structural information is available for the other domains of the viral protein. Therefore, homology modeling [125, 126] , has been used in an effort to better understand the molecular interactions and roles of gp41 loop, fusion peptide (FP) and transmembrane (TM) domains. In addition to the computational approach referred above, docking techniques and molecular dynamics studies were also used either to screen molecules from databases or to determine binding modes to understand key structural features and interactions, which are expected to provide valuable information for the design of efficient inhibitors.
gp120
One of the first computational studies on gp120 was performed by Gabriel et al., and consisted on the description, at atomic level, of a truncated HIV-1 gpl20 structure derived by molecular dynamics and calculation of potential energy [127] . To this model they docked the CD4 receptor and highlighted that the primary mechanism of recognition and binding corresponds to the insertion of the solvent-accessible Phe43 of CD4 into a gp120 solvent-accessible acceptor cavity formed by Trp427, Tyr235 and Asn230.
The completion of the gp120 amino acid sequence and its structural optimization was achieved by Manetti et al. [126] , employing both MD simulations and homology modeling. Also, the group of Liu et al., built the homology models of gp120 with loops V3 and V4 in the CD4-complex and CD4-unbound states, and models of the S375W and I423P mutants in the CD4-unbound states [125] . This permitted to quantitatively distinguish the preference for conformational transitions between states of the gp120 mutants and further to ascertain what kind of conformational state do mutants prefer to adopt.
Previously, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations show that CD4-bound gp120 only relaxes to a limited extent upon removal of CD4 even under raised temperature, with the exception of the bridging sheet [128, 129] . However, it was not clear whether the three-dimensional structure can be maintained or how it will change its conformation when the bridging sheet is further separated from the core.
More recently, the same group of Pan et al. examined the free energy landscape for the conformational change of the bridging sheet starting from the CD4-bound state using potential mean force (PMF) MD simulations [130] . The results show that it is unlikely for the whole bridging sheet to fall apart from the core domain without significant rearrangements of the inner or outer domains. On the other hand, the b2/3 part of the bridging sheet displayed high flexibility and can switch its conformations between the folded and unfolded states with a small free energy barrier.
Kong et al. used molecular docking in conjunction with molecular dynamics simulation, accommodating the receptor's flexibility, to explore the binding mode between BMS-378806 and gp120. The conclusion was that BMS-378806 inserts the azaindole ring deeply into the Phe43 cavity and makes contact with a number of residues in the cavity, on the cavity and near the cavity [131] .
gp41
Concerning the structural information for the loop, FP and TM domains of the viral protein, Caffrey et al. presented a model for the structure of the HIV-1 gp41 loop [132] , which is based on the solution structure of the SIV gp41 ectodomain [133] . The resulting model presents the first structural information for the HIV gp41 loop, which has been implicated to play a direct role in binding to gp120 and C1q of the complement system. Kamath et al. studied the structures of the16-residue FP domain of HIV-1 gp41 fusion protein, two of its mutants, and a shortened peptide (5e16) by MD simulations in an explicit palmitoyloleoylphosphoethanolamine bilayer [134] . This was the first demonstration by explicit molecular dynamics of the oblique insertion of the fusion domain into lipid bilayers, and provided correlation between the mode of insertion and the fusogenic activity of these peptides.
Kim et al. used also MD to analyze and compare the conformations of monomeric and trimeric forms of the TM domain. The results suggested that formation of the three-helix bundle of the TM domain may play a role in the trimerization of gp41, thought to occur during the virusecell membrane fusion process [135] .
Martins do Canto et al. carried out extensive MD simulations to investigate the structure and conformational behavior of T-1249 and T-20 in water [136] . Their findings suggested that these peptides may assume not only one, but several possible sets of structures in solution, some of which more adequate to interact with the solvent, whereas others might be better suited to interact with cell membranes. They also verified that T-1249 displayed considerably larger a-helical structure than T-20.
Debnath et al. used molecular docking techniques to screen a database of 20 000 organic molecules [121] . They found 16 compounds with the best fit for docking into the hydrophobic cavity within the gp41 core. Further testing of these compounds by virus inhibition assays discerned two compounds (ADS-J1 and ADS-J2; see Fig. 13e ) having inhibitory activity at micromolar concentrations on the formation of the gp41 core structure and on HIV-1 infection. Another group, Jiang et al., also used computer-aided molecular docking analysis to show that NB-2 and NB-64 (see Fig. 13a and b) bind to the gp41 hydrophobic cavity region through hydrophobic and ionic interactions and blocks the formation of the fusion-active gp41 core [115] .
Strockbine et al. used all-atom MD simulations followed by Molecular Mechanics Generalized Born Surface Area (MM-GBSA) analyses to probe structureeactivity relationships (SAR) for six C34 peptides [137] . Their results show that differential association of Cpeptides with HIV gp41 is driven solely by changes within the conserved pocket. Also, they identified a highly populated p-type hydrogen bond, which formed between Gln575 on the receptor and the aromatic ring of peptide ligand Phe631.
Liu et al. found that several tea polyphenols, especially those with the galloyl moiety, could inhibit HIV-1 replication with multiple mechanisms of action [138] . Later, the same group performed computer-aided molecular docking analyses to explore the possibility of binding of these compounds to gp41 [139] . The results indicated that these tea polyphenols, theaflavin-3,3 0 -digallate (TF3) as an example, may bind to the highly conserved hydrophobic pocket on the surface of the central trimeric-coiled coil formed by the N-terminal heptad repeats of gp41.
In a recent experimental study it was found that olive leaf extract (OLE) has anti-HIV activity by blocking the HIV virus entry to host [140] . Consequently, Bao et al. performed molecular modeling studies on these compounds and found a number of possible binding modes by docking oleuropein and its metabolites onto the hydrophobic pocket on gp41 [141] . Also, they obtained detailed OLE-gp41 binding interactions and free energies of binding through MD simulations and MM-PBSA calculation [141] . This computational study complemented the corresponding experimental investigation and helped in establishing a good starting point for further refinement of OLE-based gp41 inhibitors.
Conclusions
Presently, almost three decades after it was firstly presented to mankind, AIDS remains one of the major threatening diseases known and current treatment regimens are undetermined by poor long-term effects and high costs. The current treatments for anti-HIV therapy are primarily focused on the protease and reverse transcriptase of the virus and their effectiveness is mainly reduced due to severe side effects and the emergence of drug-resistant HIV strains. Therefore, there is an urgent need for the development of improved drugs targeting new and potential targets of the virus. This can be achieved by the inhibition of viral surface proteins such as gp120 or gp41 and, consequently, by blocking the entry process of HIV-1. Indeed, the discovery and successful development of HIV-1 entry inhibitors proves viral entry as a viable target for therapeutic intervention in HIV-1 patients. In the present review, the structural details of gp120 and gp41 that permit HIV-1 to gain access to the inside of our cells, their mechanism of action and inhibitors were overviewed. A special attention was paid to several molecular modeling studies to identify new entry inhibitors and lead optimization.
One of the major computational approaches employed in the development of these bioactive compounds consists of the completion of the gp120 and gp41 amino acid sequences and their structural optimization by homology modeling. Along with this method, docking and molecular dynamics provide a better understanding of how entry inhibitors bind to both HIV-1 glycoproteins, in order to develop more potent and broadly cross-reactive inhibitors. It is apparent that the inhibition of virus entry displays diverse mechanistic opportunities for therapeutic intervention at an early stage in the virus life cycle that has yet to be completely and efficiently exploited.
